Jute Padding 1974 TCS before removal
Jute Padding 1974 TCS

Chassis section of jute

Cloth backed rubber ‘Y’ piece, 0.125 thick

Top ‘Y’ piece, two pieces of jute bonded 0.25” + 0.50” thick
Jute Covering Main Box Section of Chassis

All dimensions in inches & symmetric about centerline
Start with a piece 60 x 28, you’ll have plenty
Cut the external dimensions oversize and the internal undersize and fit to chassis

Front end is square to the centerline, just the picture angle

Total length 57.5

Thickness is 0.25 after 30 plus years
Front cross-member and rear Y piece

26 x 2.25 x 0.50 thick

Rubber side on the bottom. Basically 0.125 thick rubber with a thin cloth backing

1 layer 0.25 jute bonded to second layer 0.50 jute
0.75 total thickness

Both pieces the same size but different thicknesses